Tenon flags off the first ever Bike Journey across IndiaMyanmar-Thailand (IMT) trilateral highway
Tenon Group promotes the Biking Expedition across South East Asia on the India-Myanmar-Thailand
(IMT) trilateral highway travelling further to Malaysia and Singapore
-

The voyage is a round trip that traverses across 5 countries in 50 days.

Mumbai, February 3, 2016 – India’s leading Integrated Security & Facility Management Corporation – The
Tenon Group, flagged off the first ever Biking Expedition across South East Asia, that took place at the
Trident Hotel, Bandra Kurla Complex today. The expedition involves 4 travel enthusiasts embarking on a
20,000 km journey, across 5 countries and 34 cities in 50 days. The tour lures them out of the comfort of
their homes in Mumbai all the way to Singapore and back, astride on their high end Triumph Motorcycles.
The riders, Narayan Kurup, Samrat Kapoor & Chetna Kapoor, Dr. Rajaram Sonagra and Vivek Khanna will
be riding through the India-Myanmar-Thailand (IMT) trilateral highway. The 3,200-km highway entails
linking India to Myanmar and then further to Southeast Asia.
The extensive journey takes its’ crusaders exploring about 13 cities in India, 9 in Myanmar, 6 in Thailand,
4 in Malaysia and 4 in Singapore. The enthralling Biking expedition that kick started its’ journey from
Mumbai today will focus on adventures and therapeutic freedom for these bikers.
At the flag off, Brig. Rajan Oberoi, Group CEO, Tenon Group said, “The objective of the expedition is to
test the man-machine endurance and also to explore the newly inaugurated route. A journey like this
stands for qualities like endurance, ecological balance and environment, qualities that resonate with the
culture and values of Tenon. Expeditions like these also test your collaborative aptitude, ability to embrace
agility and capability for continual learning in uncertain and volatile environment, characteristics essential
for growth in any organization. Another very basic reason we are a part of this expedition is because Tenon
very strongly believes, encourages and nurtures new initiatives such as these.”
The mission of this Bikers’ excursion is to accomplish the sheer thrill of being able to conquer distance and
endure all sorts of weather conditions, cultures, places and the marvel of nature.
About Tenon Group of Companies
The Tenon Group of Companies, an Integrated Security & Facilities Management Corporation started its
journey in India in 1995 and today has a global presence and is spread across India with over 55,000
employees in 71 branches, in India and overseas, providing comprehensive range of services to more than
1900 clients.
The Group founded by Major Manjit Rajain in India in the year 1995 started with comprehensive security
solution services - Peregrine which quickly established itself as the premier establishment in this space. It
has been awarded the Fastest Growing Security Company in India and has been independently rated by
Grant Thornton, KPMG, EY and Deloitte as amongst the top 4 service providers in the country.

The Group’s vision for growth led to the expansion of the business and in 2007, Tenon was established to
offer Integrated Facilities Management Services. In 2009, the corporation was further strengthened by the
acquisition of Rotopower, a 20 year old leading electro mechanical service provider. With the listing in the
London Stock Exchange (AIM) in 2008 through its parent company Mortice Limited, headquartered in
Singapore, Tenon had the distinction of being the only corporation in Asia offering Integrated Facility and
Security Management Services to be featured. In 2013, Tenon expanded its global footprint and
established its presence in Saudi Arabia and Sri Lanka through Saudi Tenon and Tenon Lanka, respectively.
In 2014 Tenon made a significant foray in Netherlands through a joint venture with Amsterdam Arena
International who are a specialists in the development and management of sports venues all over the
world. It also launched a new vertical – Soteria, the state of the art Control and Command Center offering
remote surveillance services. In 2015 Tenon augmented its vision of expansion further by 100% acquisition
of a 37 year old leading UK based facility management company – O&G Group and acquisition of a leading
A certified by (Singapore Police) security company in Singapore – Frontline Security.
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